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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a dual-mode FMCW
harmonic radar capable of both harmonic and intermodulation
operation. The presented system prototype operates in the X-
band in the uplink (radar to the target) and the K-band in the
downlink (target to the radar). For intermodulation operation,
an additional external X-band tone transmitter is utilized to
boost the target response. The viability of the proposed system
is demonstrated in field tests using a passive harmonic tag as a
nonlinear target.

Index Terms—nonlinear radar, harmonic radar, intermodula-
tion radar, FMCW radar

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear radar is widely used for the detection and tracking
of objects in highly cluttered environments [1]. In contrast to
conventional radar systems that are designed for tracking of
targets producing linear (around the same central frequency)
response when illuminated with an RF signal, in nonlinear
radar the target is nonlinear and it generates a return signal at
a frequency different from that of the illuminating signal. This
frequency separation between the transmit and receive signals
enables suppression of linear clutter that stays predominantly
at the transmit frequency. Such non-linear operation can be
induced intentionally, e.g. by placing a non-linear tag on the
target of interest [2], [3], as a by-product of other processes,
such as corrosion in metals [4], or due to inherent parasitic
non-linearities present in any electronic device [5], [6].

Depending on the implementation, nonlinear radar can be
of several sub-varieties. The two most common ones are
the harmonic and intermodulation radar. In harmonic radar
(HR), the radar unit transmits a signal at some fundamental
frequency f0 and receives a signal return from a nonlinear
target at a harmonic frequency nf0 (where n is an integer).
Since for most nonlinear targets the second harmonic output
has the highest power, HR systems are typically designed to
receive the return signal at 2f0. In intermodulation radar (IR),
the nonlinear target is illuminated with two signal sources at
two different frequencies f1 and f2 producing a signal return
at mf1 ± nf2 instead [5].
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Historically, nonlinear radar systems have been dominated
by HR. A number of harmonic systems have been designed for
different applications including insect tracking [7]–[9], elec-
tronic surveillance [10], [11], and search and rescue [12], [13].
In recent years, IR has begun to attract more attention as a po-
tential alternative to harmonic operation. One of the challenges
in HR is its increased requirements on receiver linearization
[14], [15]. Utilizing mixing intermodulation product(s) instead
of the harmonic one removes the problems associated with
parasitic harmonic signal leakage from the transmitter to the
receiver. It also provides more degrees of freedom for system
design due to the added flexibility of choosing the frequency
separation between the two signal sources and the mixing
products to be processed at the receiver. For example, one can
choose the transmit frequencies so that the transmitter and
receiver operate in the same frequency band, which enables
sharing of the antenna and some of the hardware. Following
this principle, multitone IR systems were developed in [5],
[16], [17] where at least two tone signals are transmitted from
a single transceiver and then different order intermodulation
products are detected at a collocated receiver. In [18], an
IR system is proposed that uses a pseudo-random coded
BPSK-modulated ranging pulse and a continuous tone signal.
A second-order intermodulation product (f1 + f2) is then
detected and processed at the receiver. An IR using frequency
modulated continuous wave (FMCW) waveform was described
in [19] and [20]. Both of these works applied the same basic
approach as in [18], that is, using a double-branch transmitter
that generates a ranging signal and a single tone, while the
receiver is designed to receive and process an upper or lower
third-order intermodulation product. The downside of only
receiving the intermodulation products in nonlinear FMCW
radar is a potential loss in resolution capabilities since in
harmonic FMCW implementation the resolution is doubled by
the squaring of the waveform [9]. Finally, [21] discusses using
arbitrary noise-like waveforms to produce intermodulation
response at the nonlinear target.

A somewhat different approach is suggested in [22], [23]
where a ranging and a tone signal are transmitted from two
different, spatially separated units. Namely, a ranging signal is
transmitted from a radar transceiver module while a tone signal
is produced by a so-called auxiliary helper transmitter. The
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radar module then processes the second-order intermodulation
product produced by the tag. One advantage of having an
auxiliary tone transmitter that is separated from the main radar
module is that the two can be placed at different distances to
the target. Since the helper only transmits an unmodulated
carrier, it can be very compact and lightweight, allowing it to
be portable and even placed on a mobile platform, for example,
to be able to scan a larger area than with a single stationary
radar module, as suggested by the results presented in [24].
Furthermore, multiple auxiliary helper transmitters can be used
to increase the tag output and/or system coverage incremen-
tally. Capitalising on this idea, in this paper, we present a
novel dual-mode FMCW nonlinear radar system that combines
the benefits of harmonic and intermodulation operation while
accommodating the concept of auxiliary helper transmitter
introduced in [22], [23]. The proposed system consists of an
FMCW nonlinear radar unit comprised of a 9.3GHz trans-
mitter producing a 80MHz chirp and a dual branch receiver
designed to receive the harmonic signal return at 18.6GHz as
well as the second order intermodulation signal at 18.8GHz. To
produce the latter, a separate auxiliary transmitter is used that
generates a tone at 9.5 GHz. Thus, the system can operate as
a regular FMCW harmonic radar in the absence of the helper,
or use both harmonic and intermodulation outputs when the
helper is present.

II. NONLINEAR RADAR

A. Nonlinear response model

It is common to model the response of a generic nonlinear
target as a following power series [5]

Eout(t) =

∞∑
n=1

knE
n
in(t) =

∞∑
n=1

En(t), (1)

where Ein(t), Eout(t) are the incident and reflected electric
fields, respectively, kn are the power-series coefficients that
depend on the target and En(t) = knE

n
in(t). Consider now

a passband input Ein(t) = ARe{s(t)eȷ2πfct}, where s(t) is
an arbitrary complex baseband waveform, fc is the central
frequency, and A is the signal amplitude. Then one can show
that the n-th power term in (1) can be written as

En(t) = kn
∑
m

hm,nA
nRe{sm(t)|s(t)|n−meȷ2πmfct}, (2)

where m = 0, 2, . . . n for even n and m = 1, 3, . . . , n for odd
n, while hm,n is given by

hm,n =


C

n/2
n

2n
, for m = 0, n even

C
(n+m)/2
n

2n−1
, otherwise

(3)

in which Ck
n = n!

k!(n−k)! is the binomial coefficient. Assuming
for simplicity a constant unit magnitude waveform (e.g., a
chirp or a polyphase sequence), (2) simplifies to

En(t) = kn
∑
m

hm,nA
nRe{sm(t)eȷ2πmfct}. (4)

The bandpass representation of En(t) in (4) illustrates the
harmonic composition of the nonlinear target response which
contains components at mfc. It also shows that for a polyno-
mial non-linearity acting on a constant magnitude signal, all
contributions at the harmonic with index m are proportional
to the m-th power of the input (complex) waveform s(t).

B. Harmonic radar

In HR, the radar transmitter emits an RF signal at the
central frequency of f0 and the receiver detects and processes
a harmonic return at mf0. Looking at (4) and (3) we can note
that the amplitude of the harmonics decreases with m and
therefore the second harmonic, being the strongest, is most
commonly chosen for system design. It is clear from (4) that at
a given even (odd) harmonic index m, there are contributions
from all even (odd) powers n ≥ m. However, at the low
incident power, when the magnitude A is small, contributions
from n > m will have rapidly decreasing amplitudes, and
the target response will be dominated by the n = m term.
Therefore, at low incident power characteristic of the target
being close to the maximum range, the second-harmonic
response boils down to

Erefl(t) = 0.5k2A
2Re{s2(t)eȷ2π2f0t}, (5)

where k2 depends on the target properties.

C. Intermodulation radar

In IR, a nonlinear target is illuminated by a linear combina-
tion of RF signals. Suppose that there are two incident signals
with baseband complex envelopes s1(t), s2(t) and central
frequencies f1, f2, respectively, where for clarity we consider
f2 > f1. Then, Ein(t) = Ein,1(t)+Ein,2(t), where Ein,1(t) =
A1Re{s1(t)eȷ2πf1t} and Ein,2(t) = A2Re{s2(t)eȷ2πf2t},
while the n-th power term in (1) becomes

En(t) = kn

n∑
p=0

Cp
nE

n−p
in,1 (t)Ep

in,2(t). (6)

Let us now restrict our analysis to the second-order product
only (n = 2). Using (4), it is easy to show that this yields the
following output

Erefl(t) = 0.5k2

(
A2

1Re{s21(t)eȷ2π2f1t} (7)

+A2
2Re{s22(t)eȷ2π2f2t}

+2A1A2Re{s1(t)s2(t)eȷ2π(f1+f2)t}

+2A1A2Re{s1(t)s∗2(t)eȷ2π(f2−f1)t}
)
,

where (·)∗ denotes complex conjugation. Eq. 7 shows that
second-order nonlinearity produces four mixing products: two
second harmonic outputs at 2f1, 2f2 corresponding to the two
individual incident signals as well as two intermodulation
cross-products at f2±f1. Similarly, higher-order products will
produce intermodulation components at m1f1 ±m2f2. Eq. 7
also suggests that when the amplitudes of the incident signals
are equal, the second-order intermodulation products yield 6dB
higher reflected power than the harmonic ones.
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Fig. 1: Received power of the intermodulation term (PI) relative to
the received power of the harmonic terms (PH) as a function of the
power density incident on the nonlinear target.

Fig. 1 tests this prediction on an example of a two-tone
input signal (s1(t) = s2(t) = 1). It shows the received
power of the intermodulation term at f2 + f1 relative to the
received power of the harmonic terms at 2f1,2f2 measured
using a spectrum analyser and a passive harmonic tag from
[3] as a nonlinear target. The two input tones had a frequency
separation of f2 − f1 = 10kHz and equal transmit power that
was simultaneously swept so that the incident power density
at the target from both tones was kept equal. We can observe
that at low incident power levels the intermodulation term
is 6dB larger, as predicted by (7). Increasing incident power
density first results in a slight decrease of the relative power
of the intermodulation term followed by its rapid increase.
The former is due to the influence of higher-order terms not
included in (7), while the latter rapid growth is likely due to
the inadequacy of the power series model for larger incident
power levels. Notwithstanding, Fig. 1 shows that irrespective
of the incident power level the second-order intermodulation
term has at least 5dB higher power than the harmonic ones.

III. DUAL-MODE FMCW HARMONIC RADAR PROTOTYPE

In this work, we propose a dual-mode FMCW harmonic
radar that is capable of receiving both harmonic and intermod-
ulation terms simultaneously. One of the biggest advantages
of FMCW radar is that it achieves high range resolution and
system sensitivity with low signal processing effort. Nonlinear
operation also largely removes limitations on the receiver input
level, as well as on the amplitude and phase noise of the
transmitted signal that are typical for linear FMCW radar [9].

A. Nonlinear FMCW radar

In FMCW radar, the transmit waveform is a frequency
chirp, as is schematically shown in Fig. 2a. Considering
for simplicity a single chirp of duration T , in the bandpass
notation of the previous section the corresponding waveform
can be written as s1(t) = eȷ2π(αt−0.5B)t, where B is the
chirp bandwidth and α = B/T is the chirp frequency sweep
rate. From (5), in harmonic FMCW radar the return chirp is
located at double the frequency and its baseband waveform is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Frequency composition of transmit (a) and return (b) signals
in nonlinear FMCW radar.

sHRx(t) = s21(t−∆t) = eȷ2π2(α(t−∆t)−B)t in which ∆t is the
time delay between the transmit and receive chirps. This shows
that the return chirp in this case has double the bandwidth (see
Fig. 2b) and hence the distance to the target can be determined
as

R =
c∆t

2
=

c∆fHR

4α
, (8)

where c is the speed of light and ∆fHR is the frequency shift
between the transmit and receive chirps, commonly referred
to as the beat frequency. Due to the doubling of the chirp
bandwidth, the resolution becomes δR = c/4B.

In case of intermodulation FMCW radar where the second
signal impinging on the nonlinear target is simply a tone at
f2, i.e., s2(t) = 1, the return signal contains three chirps:
the harmonic chirp with bandwidth 2B that is located at
2f1, and two intermodulation chirps of bandwidth B (one
centered around (f1 + f2) and the other at (f2 − f1)). All
three waveforms are delayed by ∆t. Note that to ensure
that the components do not overlap, we also require that
f2 > f1+3B/2. Processing any of these two intermodulation
chirps one can compute the distance to the target as in regular
(linear) FMCW radar, i.e.,

R =
c∆t

2
=

c∆fIR
2α

, (9)

The resolution in this case is also the same as in linear FMCW
radar, namely δR = c/2B.



Fig. 3: Block diagram of the prototype 9.3/18.6 GHz dual-mode FMCW harmonic radar and an auxiliary helper transmitter operating at
9.5 GHz. The following abbreviations are used in the diagram: direct digital synthesis (DDS), phase locked loop (PLL), power amplifier
(PA), low pass filter (LPF), high pass filter (HPF), low-noise amplifier (LNA), mixer (MIX), amplifier (AMP), diplexer (DPLX), intermediate
frequency (IR), isolator (ISO), fast Fourier transform (FFT). The colored dashed boxes indicate which compartment the corresponding
components are housed in in the test prototype shown in Fig. 4.

B. Dual-mode FMCW harmonic radar

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the proposed dual-mode
FMCW harmonic radar prototype. The radar transceiver con-
sists of a transmit module that generates an B = 80MHz
chirp sweeping from 9.3GHz to 9.38GHz (so f1 = 9.34GHz)
and a double-branch receiver. To reduce power consumption,
the radar was designed to operate at a 10% duty cycle with
1ms of sweep time and 9ms of off-time. To generate an
intermodulation response from a nonlinear target, an additional
external (helper) transmitter is utilized that produces a tone
signal at f2 = 9.5GHz. This results in a harmonic return
chirp spanning 2B = 160MHz from 18.60GHz to 18.76GHz
(so 2f2 = 18.68GHz) and an B = 80MHz upper-band
intermodulation chirp that goes from 18.80 to 18.88GHz (so
f1+f2 = 18.84GHz). This choice of frequencies ensures that
the two chirps, the harmonic and the intermodulation one, are
close enough in frequency to use the same receive antenna and
be passed together to the intermediate frequency (IF), while
have enough separation to be isolated at a later stage (see the
non-overlap requirement discussed in the previous section).

In the receiver, the received signal containing both chirps
is first mixed with the 18.60 − 18.76GHz sweep signal from
the transmitter’s local oscillator (LO) and then passed to the
diplexer. The diplexer separates the harmonic beat frequency
output, which is now ready to be amplified, filtered and passed
to the digitizer, and the signal containing the intermodulation

output. The latter is now a mixture of the harmonic frequency
sweep and the linear sweep, so additional down-conversion is
required to extract the intermodulation beat frequency. This is
done in two steps. First, the mixture signal is multiplied with
the 9.30 − 9.38GHz sweep signal from the transmitter’s LO,
which removes the linear sweep and moves the beat frequency
output to 9.5GHz. In the second step, it is down-converted
using additional 9.5GHz LO. Since there are two separate
9.5GHz LOs, one at the helper to generate the tone signal and
one at the radar receiver to down-convert the intermodulation
chirp, any frequency difference between them will directly
contribute to an error in the estimated beat frequency. To bring
the two closer together, the helper transmitter’s LO is disci-
plined using GPS. The two beat frequency outputs are then
passed to the two channels of a DIGILENT Analog Discovery
2TM USB oscilloscope for digitization and computation of the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Note that since this design is
meant for operation at close range and we do not expect our
target to be further away than 50m, we limit the beat frequency
range to 100kHz and 50kHz for harmonic and intermodulation
outputs, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To verify our design, we performed a series of field tests
using a passive harmonic tag as a nonlinear target. The
tag, shown in Fig. 4, consisted of a planar dipole with a
MA4E2503L low barrier diode soldered across its feed point



Fig. 4: Prototype 9.3/18.6 GHz dual-mode FMCW harmonic radar (left-hand side), passive harmonic tag (top right-hand side),
and an auxiliary helper transmitter with GPSDO emitting an unmodulated carrier at 9.5 GHz (bottom right-hand side).

and a small inductive loop. It was positioned at distances d1,
d2 to the radar module and the helper transmitter, respectively.
The radar module was equipped with 15dBi transmit and
receive horn antennas and had a transmit power of 10W. The
helper tone transmitter also had a 15dBi horn antenna and
produced a continuous tone signal with output power of 2W.

First, we tested how well the two 9.5GHz LOs (one at
the helper transmitter and one at the radar receiver) are
aligned in frequency. We measured the frequency separation
between the two LOs coupled over the air which showed
that they are disciplined within 40Hz of each other. This will
yield approximately 13cm of range estimation error which is
well within the range resolution bin for both outputs. Next,
we performed field testing of harmonic and intermodulation
operation with the passive harmonic tag from Fig. 4 as the
nonlinear target. Fig. 5 shows harmonic and intermodulation
beat frequencies for a tag positioned at d1 = 12m to the radar
module and two different distances to the helper transmitter:
helper located at d2 = d1 = 12m (Fig. 5a) and d2 = 1m
(Fig. 5b). First, we note that in both cases we can clearly
observe distinct peaks in the beat frequency of both harmonic
and intermodulation outputs. For harmonic output, the peak
corresponds to 11.5kHz, whereas for the intermodulation out-
put it is located at 5.5kHz. As expected, the harmonic peak is
at twice the frequency of the intermodulation peak, which both
correspond to R = 12m. Note that the transmit power of the
helper tone transmitter is 5 times lower that that of the radar
module. At equal distances to the tag, this results in 5 times
lower power density of the tone signal impinging on the target

compared to the FMCW one. Nevertheless, at d1 = d2 the
intermodulation peak is close to 20dB above the noise level1

whereas the harmonic peak is just approximately 10dB above
the noise. This clearly exceeds what (7) alone promises, which
indicates additional improvement offered by the intermodu-
lation operation in terms of the hardware implementation.
As expected, moving the helper closer to the tag yields an
increase of the intermodulation peak. This increase (about
14dB) however is smaller than what one would expect from a
12-fold distance decrease. One possible explanation is that at
such close distance the tag was already in a saturation zone
where the power-series model (1) is not representative of its
behaviour. In conclusion, while our tests clearly demonstrate
the validity of the proposed design, further investigations are
required to fully quantify its performance.
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